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ENRICH ALWAYS-ON DISCOUNT 

Terms and Condition 
 
 
Enrich Always-On Discount 
 

1. Enrich Members will enjoy five percent (5%) discount on the full published fare tickets 
purchased via Malaysia Airlines website https://www.malaysiaairlines.com/my/en/home.html.  

 
2. This discount is not applicable for full fare ticket purchased at any Malaysia Airlines mobile app, 

Malaysia Airlines Contact Center, Malaysia Airlines Ticket Offices, travel agents or other ground 
channels. 
 

3. This discount is only applicable on pure Malaysia Airlines operated flights and ticketed on MH 
(232) document. 

 

4. The discount is only applicable by log in to Enrich Account and enabling the Enrich Discount. 
Enrich Member who logs in must be one of the travelers to enjoy the discount. If the booking 
is for someone else, this discount will not apply. Enrich Member must return to ‘Flights Search’ 
page and proceed without enabling the Enrich Discount. 

 
5. If the Enrich Member is a child, the ticket must be purchased with an adult travelling together. 

This discount is not applicable for infant and child tickets. The normal infant and child fare will 
apply.  
 

6. This discount can be used to purchase one-way tickets, round-trip tickets, tickets for itineraries 
that enter and exit from different cities of the same country/region (open jaw), multi-city and 
stopover on pure Malaysia Airlines operated flights.  
 

7. The validity and other ticket conditions will follow the purchased ticket fare rules.  
 

8. This discount is not applicable for tickets issued with a combination of Malaysia Airlines and 
other partner airlines as in connecting flights, codeshare flights (MH4000, MH5000 and 
MH9000 flight series), MASwings (MH3000 flight series), Firefly, oneworld Member Airlines and 
Enrich Partner Airlines, charter (MH8000 flight series) and AMAL (Jeddah/Madinah), flights that 
include segments operated by other airlines and marketed by Malaysia Airlines or Malaysia 
Airlines operated and marketed by other airlines. 
 

9. This discount is not applicable for redemption tickets.  
 

10. The discount does not apply to fuel surcharges, booking service charge, taxes/surcharges and 
ancillary services fee (including prepaid excess baggage and seat selection fee). 

 
11. This discount will not apply to already discounted fares, special fares, student fares, group fares 

and other fare types that involve any discount or special rates. 
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12. This discount cannot be used in conjunction with other special offers, such as promo code, 
online travel expo offers, flash offers, early bird offers, credit card discounts, etc. Enrich 
Members who used other offers to purchase their tickets may not use this discount on the 
same tickets. 
 

13. The discount fare quoted at the website when booking under the Enrich Always-On Discount is 

valid at the time it is quoted only. If a booking is delayed or not completed when quoted, the 

discount fare for the requested itinerary may change and the final fare shown after selecting 

the flights will apply.  

 

14. The fare displayed for Enrich Always-On Discount will have the five percent (5%) discount on 
the base fare with the taxes/surcharges reflected in total. Please click at ‘Fare Breakdown' to 
view.   
 

15. Enrich Members are encouraged to make an informed comparison between Enrich Always-On 
Discount and the normal published fares before deciding on the best option for their travel 
needs. Once Enrich Always-On Discount fare ticket is purchased, it cannot be reverted to a 
normal published fare where, a promo fare may be offered.   

 
16. Any other matters relating to the ticket discount above that have not been mentioned will be 

processed according to the Malaysia Airlines ticketing rules. Malaysia Airlines reserves the right 
to amend, interpret, or terminate this offer and these conditions of sale at any time without 
prior notice. 


